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Son Of Rosemary Mar 15 2021 Ira Levin
returns to the horror of his 1967
groundbreaking novel Rosemary’s Baby with
this sequel set at the dawn of the new
millennium. Thirty-three years ago, Rosemary
gave birth to the Devil’s child while under the
control of a coven of witches. Now the year is
1999, and humanity dreads the approaching
twenty-first century, desperately in search of a
saviour for this troubled world. In New York
City, Rosemary’s son Andy is believed to be that
saviour. But is he the force of good his
followers accept him to be? Or is he his father’s
son? As the war between good and evil rages on
unabated, the fate of humanity hangs in the
balance, in this shocking and darkly comic
novel from the modern master of suspense.
The Omen Sep 01 2022
The Omen Sep 20 2021 Directed by Richard
Donner and written by David Seltzer, The Omen
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(1976) is perhaps the best in the devil-child
cycle of movies that followed in the wake of
Rosemary’s Baby and The Exorcist. Released to
a highly suggestible public, The Omen became
a major commercial success, in no small part
due to an elaborate pre-sell campaign that
played and preyed on apocalyptic fears and a
renewed belief in the Devil and the
supernatural. Since polarising critics and
religious groups upon its release, The Omen
has earned its place in the horror film canon.
It’s a film that works on different levels, is
imbued with nuance, ambiguity and subtext,
and is open to opposing interpretations.
Reflecting the film’s cultural impact and legacy,
the name ‘Damien’ has since become a pop
culture byword for an evil child. Adrian
Schober’s Devil’s Advocate entry covers the
genesis, authorship, production history,
marketing and reception of The Omen, before
going on to examine the overarching theme of

paranoia that drives the narrative: paranoia
about the 'end times'; paranoia about
government and conspiracy; paranoia about
child rearing (especially, if one strips away the
layer of Satanism); and paranoia about
imagined threats to the right-wing
Establishment from liberal and postcountercultural forces of the 1970s.
Imajica Oct 22 2021 A book of revelations. A
seamless tapestry of erotic passion, thwarted
ambition and mythic horror. Clive Barker takes
us on a voyage to worlds beyond our
knowledge, but within our grasp.
Reel Terror Aug 08 2020 From the author of
the definitive heavy metal history, Bang Your
Head, a behind-the-scenes look a century of
horror films Reel Terror is a love letter to the
wildly popular yet still misunderstood genre
that churns out blockbusters and cult classics
year after year. From The Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari to Paranormal Activity, Konow explores
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its all-time highs and lows, why the genre has
been overlooked, and how horror films just
might help us overcome fear. His on-set stories
and insights delve into each movie and its effect
on American culture. For novices to all out film
buffs, this is the perfection companion to this
Halloween's movie marathons.
The Howling Apr 03 2020 Karyn and her
husband Roy had come to the peaceful
California village of Drago to escape the
savagery of the city. On the surface Drago
appeared to be like most small rural towns. But
it was not. The village had a most unsavory
history. Unexplained disappearances, sudden
deaths. People just vanished, never to be
found.--From back cover.
Ghostbusters - The Original Movie
Novelizations Omnibus Sep 08 2020 For the
first time in a beautiful new edition, this
omnibus will collect together the original
official novelizations of both Ghostbusters 1 and
2. Relive the classic Ghostbusters stories with
the original movie novelizations reprinted for
the first time since 1980s. When Dr. Peter
Venkman and his colleagues are kicked out of
their prestigious academic posts, they start a
private practice as professional ghost-catchers.
At first unsuccessful, their fortunes turn when
the skeptical Dana Barrett apartment becomes
the entryway for ghastly ghosts and goofy
ghouls hellbent on terrorising New York City.
*** After waging a war on slime that cost New
York City millions, the Ghostbusters find
themselves out of business until an ancient
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tyrant, preparing a return to the Earthly
domain, sets his sights on Dana Barrett's baby
as the new home for his wicked soul!
We Can Remember it for You Wholesale
Mar 03 2020 A collection of Philip K. Dick's
earliest works features "We Can Remember It
For You Wholesale," in which Doug Quail,
unable to afford a trip to Mars, pays a visit to
Rekal to have memories implanted.
Double Wahala, Double Trouble Jan 01 2020 A
woman chops off her finger to demonstrate her
fidelity to her lover. A mother loses her mind
upon discovering that her husband has left her
and their only child. An artist seeks to unravel
why his neighbour's face enchants him. A
passenger on a bus acts as an emissary of
death. Meet some of the characters in Double
Wahala Double Trouble, a collection of eleven
stories by the award-winning poet, short story
writer, children's novelist, and literary scholar.
In this stunning collection, Umezurike lures the
reader into a journey of the absurd and the
grisly to show us men and women struggling to
live, desire, love, and thrive against the eddy of
troubles in their world. "Umezurike's stories
exhibit a range of events, from everyday
breakups to rebel military clashes to smalltime, small-town opportunists. But at the heart
of these stories is the breakdown of
relationships, particularly between parents and
children. Umezurike has portrayed a world in
which too often pride and self-doubt cloud the
decisions of adults who shape the futures of
their children. The effect on the characters is

sometimes baffling, sometimes humorous, often
tragic; in these stories, everyone is a victim of
someone else's yearnings. Certainly, there are
big yearnings in this collection. But
Umezurike's clear strength is his ability to show
how even the smallest yearning can also be a
big wahala." -Bertrand Bickersteth, author of
The Response of Weeds "Double Wahala,
Double Trouble does everything a work of
fiction should do-shock and impress at the same
time. Each story here is beautifully crafted,
with characters that will linger in the reader's
mind long after the reading. Umezurike is a
writer with a bright future." - Helon Habila,
author of Travellers "Each of Umezurike's
stories leads the reader down a comfortable
path, until it is abruptly uncomfortable. His
consistent skill in twisting plot lines and the
driving needs of his characters is rare in short
story collections, no matter where they take
place. Lost family, betrayals, the idea-and
illusion-of home, and grand, fierce gestures of
love flow through this book. Reader: let these
outstanding stories wash over you." - Kimmy
Beach, author of Nuala: A Fable "In these
compelling stories, Umezurike limns the lives of
ordinary people trying to survive whichever
way they can. Whether he is writing about a
lover who makes a disturbing and unexpected
sacrifice to secure her love or a man who loses
his life in a case of mistaken identity,
Umezurike's prose shines like something very
carefully polished." - Chika Unigwe, author of
Better Never Than Late Uchechukwu Peter
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Umezurike holds a PhD in English from the
University of Alberta. He is a poet, fiction
writer, essayist, and literary journalist. An
alumnus of the International Writing Program,
Iowa, USA, Umezurike is a recipient of the
James Patrick Folinsbee Memorial Scholarship
in Creative Writing from the University of
Alberta and the Norma Epstein Foundation
Award for Creative Writing from the University
of Toronto, among many honours. He is a coeditor of Wreaths for a Wayfarer, an anthology
of poems. His children's book, Wish Maker, is
forthcoming from Masobe Books in the fall of
2021. He lives in Edmonton, Alberta.
The Garden of God Apr 15 2021 The Garden
of God is book two in H. de Vere Stacpoole’s
classic best selling romance trilogy. It picks up
where The Blue Lagoon ended and follows.
Dicky and Emmeline’s child Dick, after he is
rescued by his Dicky’s father Aurthur. Aurthur
decides to stay on the Island with Dick. Years
go by Dick meets a young woman and history
repeats itself. Henry De Vere Stacpoole was a
best selling Irish author with more than 50
novels to his credit. After a brief career as a
ship’s doctor, which took him to numerous
exotic locations in the South Pacific Ocean that
he later used in his fiction when he became a
full-time writer. Return to Paradise!
HarperCollins Bible Commentary - Revised
Edition Nov 30 2019 The Bible –– sacred
scripture, literary classic, historical document.
No matter how it is viewed, it remains the basis
of much of Western culture. This fully revised
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edition of the HarperCollins Bible Commentary
is the most up–to–date reference book of its
kind for understanding and interpreting the
meaning of the Bible. The accessible and highly
readable format sets a new standard for
excellence. The Commentary covers all of the
Hebrew Bible, as well as the books of the
Apocrypha and those of the New Testament,
and thus addresses the biblical canons of
Judaism, Catholicism, Eastern Orthodoxy, and
Protestantism. its innovative format covers the
books of the Bible in three ways: General
essays setting the literary, cultural, and
historical context for the entire Bible Articles
introducing major sections of the Bible
Commentaries on the individual books
themselves by the finest contemporary biblical
scholars The HarperCollins Bible Commentary
is unprecedented in its clarity, organization,
and insight into the Bible. Helpful
cross–references to its companion, the
HarperCollins Bible Dictionary, mean that
readers will have all they need to explore the
riches of the Scriptures for years to come.
Every section of the Commentary offers concise
and authoritative guidance that will enable the
reader to return to the text equipped to
understand and appreciate the Bible more fully.
Each of the eighty–three contributors to this
splendid volume is a leading expert in his or her
field and a member of the Society of Biblical
Literature. They have produced a volume that
belongs in homes, schools, houses of worship,
and libraries –– wherever there is a Bible.

General editor James L. Mays is the Cyrus
McCormick Professor of Hebrew and the Old
Testament Emeritus at Union Theological
Seminary in Richmond, Virginia. He has served
as president of the Society of Biblical Literature
and is a widely respected author and editor.
The Cabin in the Woods - The Official
Movie Novelization Feb 11 2021 You think
you know the story. Five friends go to a remote
cabin in the woods. Bad things happen. If you
think you know the story, think again. From
Joss Whedon, the creator of Buffy the Vampire
Slayer, and Drew Goddard, writer of
Cloverfield, comes a mind-blowing horror film
that turns the genre inside out. This is the
official movie novelization.
Once Upon a Time in Hollywood May 17
2021 Quentin Tarantino's long-awaited first
work of fiction - at once hilarious, delicious, and
brutal - is the always surprising, sometimes
shocking new novel based on his Academy
Award-winning film. RICK DALTON - Once he
had his own TV series, but now Rick's a
washed-up villain-of-the week drowning his
sorrows in whiskey sours. Will a phone call
from Rome save his fate or seal it? CLIFF
BOOTH - Rick's stunt double, and the most
infamous man on any movie set because he's
the only one there who might have gotten away
with murder . . . SHARON TATE - She left Texas
to chase a movie-star dream, and found it.
Sharon's salad days are now spent on Cielo
Drive, high in the Hollywood Hills. CHARLES
MANSON - The ex-con's got a bunch of zonked-
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out hippies thinking he's their spiritual leader,
but he'd trade it all to be a rock 'n' roll star.
HOLLYWOOD 1969 - YOU SHOULDA BEEN
THERE
The Sentinel Jul 19 2021 Jeffrey Konvitz’s New
York Times–bestselling horror novel about a
young woman descending into demonic
madness who discovers it’s not simply in her
mind Aspiring model Allison Parker finally
moves into her dream apartment: a brownstone
on Manhattan’s Upper West Side. But her
perfect home quickly turns hellish. The building
is filled with a cast of sinister tenants, including
a reclusive blind priest, who seems to watch
her day and night through an upstairs window.
Eventually, Allison starts hearing strange
noises from the empty apartment above hers.
Before long, she uncovers the building’s
demonic secret and is plunged into a nightmare
of sinful misdeeds and boundless evil. In the
tradition of Rosemary’s Baby, this gripping
novel was adapted into a feature film starring
Ava Gardner, Cristina Raines, and Chris
Sarandon. The Sentinel is classic horror at its
best.
The Omen Nov 03 2022 Jeremy Thorn, United
States Ambassador to England, and his wife
Katherine become the parents of a beautiful
boy whose destiny is to fulfill the most horrible
prophecy ever made. Reprint. (A 20th Century
Fox film, written by Dan McDermott, directed
by John Moore, releasing June 2006, starring
Liev Schreiber, Julia Stiles, Mia Farrow, &
David Thewlis) (Horror)
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LEGION Feb 23 2022
Omen May 05 2020 SCIENCE FICTION. The
Jedi Order is in crisis. The late Jacen Solo's
shocking transformation into murderous Sith
Lord Darth Caedus has cast a damning pall
over those who wield the Force for good: Two
Jedi Knights have succumbed to an inexplicable
and dangerous psychosis, criminal charges
have driven Luke Skywalker into self-imposed
exile, and power-hungry Chief of State Natasi
Daala is exploiting anti-Jedi sentiment to
undermine the Order's influence within the
Galactic Alliance. Forbidden to intervene in Jedi
affairs, Luke is on a desperate mission to
uncover the truth behind Jacen's fall to the dark
side-and to learn what's turning peaceful Jedi
into raving lunatics. But finding answers will
mean venturing into the mind-bending space of
the Kathol Rift.
Horrorstor Sep 28 2019 From the New York
Times best-selling author of The Southern Book
Club's Guide to Slaying Vampires comes a
hilarious and terrifying haunted house story in
a thoroughly contemporary setting: a furniture
superstore. Something strange is happening at
the Orsk furniture superstore in Cleveland,
Ohio. Every morning, employees arrive to find
broken Kjerring bookshelves, shattered Glans
water goblets, and smashed Liripip wardrobes.
Sales are down, security cameras reveal
nothing, and store managers are panicking. To
unravel the mystery, three employees volunteer
to work a nine-hour dusk-till-dawn shift. In the
dead of the night, they’ll patrol the empty

showroom floor, investigate strange sights and
sounds, and encounter horrors that defy the
imagination.
Halloween Jul 27 2019 The official novelization
of the highly anticipated revamp of the classic
horror film Halloween. In 1978, Laurie Strode
survived an encounter with Michael Myers, a
masked figure who killed her friends and
terrorized the town of Haddonfield, Illinois on
Halloween night. Myers was later gunned
down, apprehended and committed to Smith’s
Grove State Hospital. For forty years, memories
of that nightmarish ordeal have haunted Laurie
and now Myers is back once again on
Halloween, having escaped a routine transfer,
leaving a trail of bodies in his wake. This time,
Laurie is prepared with years of survival
training to protect herself, her daughter Karen
and her granddaughter Allyson, a teenager
separated from her family and enjoying
Halloween festivities.
A Cosmology of Monsters Jul 07 2020 "I
loved it, and think you will, too." --Stephen King
Stephen King's It meets Stranger Things in a
tender and terrifying coming-of-age tale of
haunted houses and the monster at the door.
Noah Turner’s family are haunted by monsters
that are all too real, strange creatures that visit
them all: His bookish mother Margaret;
Lovecraft-obsessed father Harry; eldest sister
Sydney, born for the spotlight; the brilliant but
awkward Eunice, a gifted writer and storyteller
– the Turners each face their demons alone.
When his terminally-ill father becomes
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obsessed with the construction of an elaborate
haunted house – the Wandering Dark – the
family grant his last wish, creating themselves
a legacy, and a new family business in their
grief. But families don’t talk about the
important things, and they try to shield baby
Noah from horrors, both staged and real. As the
family falls apart, fighting demons of poverty,
loss and sickness, the real monsters grow ever
closer. Unbeknownst to them, Noah is being
visited by a wolfish beast with glowing orange
eyes. Noah is not the first of the Turners to
meet the monster, but he is the first to let it
into his room...
The Late Great Planet Earth Jan 25 2022 The
impact of The Late Great Planet Earth cannot
be overstated. The New York Times called it the
"no. 1 non-fiction bestseller of the decade." For
Christians and non-Christians of the 1970s, Hal
Lindsey's blockbuster served as a wake-up call
on events soon to come and events already
unfolding -- all leading up to the greatest event
of all: the return of Jesus Christ. The years
since have confirmed Lindsey's insights into
what biblical prophecy says about the times we
live in. Whether you're a church-going believer
or someone who wouldn't darken the door of a
Christian institution, the Bible has much to tell
you about the imminent future of this planet. In
the midst of an out-of-control generation, it
reveals a grand design that's unfolding exactly
according to plan. The rebirth of Israel. The
threat of war in the Middle East. An increase in
natural catastrophes. The revival of Satanism
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and witchcraft. These and other signs, foreseen
by prophets from Moses to Jesus, portend the
coming of an antichrist . . . of a war which will
bring humanity to the brink of destruction . . .
and of incredible deliverance for a desperate,
dying planet.
Blaxploitation Cinema Jun 05 2020 Dazzling,
highly stylised, excessively violent and
brimming with sex, blaxploitation films enjoyed
a brief but memorable moment in motion
picture history. Never before, and never since,
have so many African-American performers
been featured in films, not in bit parts, but in
name-above-the title starring roles. Here's a
new and appreciative look back at a distinctly
American motion picture phenomenon, the first
truly comprehensive examination of the genre,
its films, its trends and its far-reaching impact,
covering more than 240 Blaxploitation films in
detail. This is the primary reference book on
the genre, covering not just the films' heyday
(1971-1976) but the entire decade (1970-1980).
Includes: film posters and ads
Ariel Oct 29 2019 Ariel is a story of the
madness that lies just under the surface, and
what it takes to bring it out; the need to give
evil a face and a name. Who better to scapegoat
for unexplainable tragedies than the one who is
Different? Ariel is adopted, and looks slightly
unusual.
Satan's Spawn Dec 24 2021 The devil inhabits
the body of a child in the small town of St.
Lawrence and uses his powers to take control
of individuals and spread the force of evil

I Said Yes to Everything Aug 27 2019 Born
Lyova Haskell Rosenthal in New York City,
actress Lee Grant spent her youth
accumulating more experiences than most
people have in a lifetime: from student at the
famed Neighborhood Playhouse to member of
the legendary Actors Studio; from celebrated
Broadway star to Vogue “It Girl.” At age
twenty-four, she was nominated for an Academy
Award for Detective Story, and a year later
found herself married and a mother for the first
time, her career on the rise. And then she lost it
all. Her name landed on the Hollywood blacklist, her offers for film and television roles
ground to a halt, and her marriage fell apart.
Finding reserves of strength she didn’t know
she had, Grant took action against antiCommunist witch hunts in the arts. She threw
herself into work, accepting every theater or
teaching job that came her way. She met a man
ten years her junior and began a wild, liberating fling that she never expected would last a
lifetime. And after twelve years of fighting the
blacklist, she was finally exonerated. With courage and style, Grant rebuilt her life on her own
terms: first stop, a starring role on Peyton
Place, and then leads in Valley of the Dolls, In
the Heat of the Night, and Shampoo, for which
she won her first Oscar. Set amid the New York
theater scene of the fifties and the star-studded
parties of Malibu in the seventies, I Said Yes to
Everything evokes a world of political passion
and movie-star glamour. Grant tells endlessly
delightful tales of costars and friends such as
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Warren Beatty, Elizabeth Taylor, Grace Kelly,
and Sidney Poitier, and writes with the verve
and candor befitting such a seductive and
beloved star.
The Moviegoer Oct 10 2020 In this National
Book Award–winning novel from a “brilliantly
breathtaking writer,” a young Southerner
searches for meaning in the midst of Mardi
Gras (The New York Times Book Review). On
the cusp of his thirtieth birthday, Binx Bolling is
a lost soul. A stockbroker and member of an
established New Orleans family, Binx’s one
escape is the movie theater that transports him
from the falseness of his life. With Mardi Gras
in full swing, Binx, along with his cousin Kate,
sets out to find his true purpose amid the
excesses of the carnival that surrounds him.
Buoyant yet powerful, The Moviegoer is a
poignant indictment of modern values, and an
unforgettable story of a week that will change
two lives forever. This ebook features an
illustrated biography of Walker Percy including
rare photos from the author’s estate.
The Fifty Worst Films of All Time Dec 12 2020
Knowledge of the Raw Jan 31 2020 David
Seltzer's images, often personal and frequently
graphic, address questions of love, lust, God,
art and the human soul. Working primarily with
analog technology, Seltzer often layers the
photograph by etching the negative itself,
and/or by applying various media to the print.
Rosemary's Baby Mar 27 2022 A Simon &
Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great
book for every reader.
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Omen IV Apr 27 2022 Damien's son, unwittingly
raised by Paul Buher, the head of a huge
international corporation, threatens to destroy
the world with his demonic powers
Prophecy Jun 29 2022
The Omen Oct 02 2022
Women in Love Aug 20 2021 Women in Love
follows lives of the Brangwen sisters, Ursula a
schoolteacher, and Gudrun a painter. They
meet two men who live nearby, school inspector
Rupert Birkin and Gerald Crich, heir to a coalmine, and the four become friends. Ursula and
Birkin begin a romantic friendship, while
Gudrun and Gerald eventually begin a love
affair. The emotional relationships thus
established are given further depth and tension
by an intense psychological and physical
attraction between Gerald and Rupert. All four
are deeply concerned with questions of society,
politics, and the relationship between men and
women. The novel ranges over the whole of
British society before the time of the First
World War and eventually concludes in the
snows of the Tyrolean Alps.
Omen Jul 31 2022
RISE: Comics Against Bullying #2 Nov 10
2020 Stand up against bullying! Featuring allnew comics from Marc Andreyko (Batwoman),
Sina Grace (Li’l Depressed Boy), Vasilis Pozios,
Marguerite Sauvage (Sensation Comics
featuring Wonder Woman), Kristopher White
(Father Robot), and MANY more! Proceeds
benefit organizations including GLAAD, Prism
Comics, and Stand For The Silent. Released by

Northwest Press, which has been publishing
quality LGBT-inclusive comics and graphic
novels since 2010.
The Auctioneer (Valancourt 20th Century
Classics) Jun 17 2021 Also includes new
afterword by Warren Carberg (pages 224-226).
What Ever Happened to Baby Jane? Jan 13
2021 The literary classic that inspired the
iconic film - the story of two sisters and the hell
they made their home. Once an acclaimed child
star of vaudeville, Baby Jane Hudson performed
for adoring crowds before a move to Hollywood
thrust her sister, Blanche, into the spotlight. As
Blanche's film career took off, a resentful Jane
watched from the shadows as her own career
faded into obscurity - until a tragic accident
changed everything. Now, years later, the two
sisters live in a decaying mansion, isolated from
the outside world. Crippled by the accident,
Blanche is helpless under the control of her
abusive sister, who is slowly descending into
madness. And when Baby Jane decides it's time
to revive her childhood act, she won't let
anything - or anyone - stand in her way. This
edition features exclusive extra material: three
previously unpublished short stories by Henry
Farrell, including the inspiration for the movie
Hush...Hush, Sweet Charlotte, and an
introduction that reveals how the original novel
came about as well as the behind-the-scenes
drama of the iconic film starring Joan Crawford
and Bette Davis, now recreated in the TV show
Feud.
Horns - Artist Gift Edition Jun 25 2019
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Rosemary's Baby May 29 2022 A masterpiece
of spellbinding suspense, where evil wears the
most innocent face of all... Rosemary
Woodhouse and her struggling actor husband
Guy move into the Bramford, an old New York
City apartment building with an ominous
reputation and mostly elderly residents.
Neighbors Roman and Minnie Castavet soon
come nosing around to welcome the
Woodhouses to the building, and despite
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Rosemary's reservations about their
eccentricity and the weird noises that she
keeps hearing, her husband takes a special
shine to them. Shortly after Guy lands a plum
Broadway role, Rosemary becomes pregnant,
and the Castavets start taking a special interest
in her welfare. As the sickened Rosemary
becomes increasingly isolated, she begins to
suspect that the Castavets' circle is not what it
seems...
Blackwater Nov 22 2021 One of the greatest
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horror novels ever published, Michael
McDowell's critically acclaimed, long out-ofprint novel is now available in a six-volume
illustrated box set with a new introduction by
Poppy Z. Brite. McDowell was at the height of
his powers when he wrote Blackwater, a sixpart novel about the mysterious Elinor
Dammert and her influence over the citizens of
Perdido, Alabama, and her ghastly ability to use
water to gain her hideous ends.
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